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Hide And Seek First Words (First Word Books)
"Hide and Seek was a page turner that had me hooked from the first word. Paul Brown's book
has a feeling of suspense on every page with an ending I never saw coming." "Hide and Seek will
keep you on the edge of your seat until the climatic end. Paul Brown is a must read author for
every mystery, thriller, or suspense fan." "This book will keep you up late into the night until you
discover who Celo is and why is he playing this game. The answer will surprise and amaze you."
Trudi LoPreto, Readers Favorite An unforeseen school reunion sparked by the death of a
childhood friend quickly turns into a living nightmare for Peter Stevenson. Waking the day after,
he finds his friends missing, his possessions gone, and himself placed at the centre of a game of
hide and seek. As the day unfolds, Peter is forced to relive his past to ensure that his friends have a
future. And as the cruel challenge against the clock unfolds, he is forced to come to terms with the
fact that one of his closest friends could be the mastermind behind the sinister game of life and
death.
Introduces more than two hundred words, including foods, number, shapes, colors, and feelings.
"This adorable book of feelings encourages babies and toddlers to explore the world around them
with confidence and joy. The playful illustrations and key words introduce you and your little one
to a shared language of empathy, connection, and emotional intelligence. A fun and gentle way to
support early communication skills; ideal for sharing at playtime or story time. [€[ Features
opposites like "give" and "take," and "wet" and "dry," to give your child the language to explore
differences [€[ A board book to encourage babies to explore and connect with the world around
them with playfulness, confidence, and emotional intelligence [€[ Perfect for ages 0"€"2 [€[ Gifting
occasions: baby shower, new baby, early birthdays"
Now in PDF. Play I-spy with your toddler and they'll learn about life on the farm. Hunt for
farmyard favorites and much more with your toddler - they'll love playing I-spy and spotting
animals and machines in farmyard scenes. Your child will want to return to the book again and
again, as they try to spot all the different things from a sleeping sheepdog, a tractor and a cow, to
Dotty the ladybird who's hiding in every scene. Read it together and help them turn the pages as
they solve riddles and spot fun surprises. With over 300 fabulous objects to find your toddler will
love learning about life on the farm.
A Toddler's First Words
Eric Carle's Book of Many Things
Llama Llama Hide and Seek
25 Irresistible Books That Are Just the Right Level for Beginning Readers
Hide-and-seek Word Bird

Presents a picture book showing collections of objects in such
categories as animals, toys, and clothing, that young readers can
search to discover and learn new words.
Play hide and seek on every page with this surprise pop-up book filled
with cars, planes and things that go You and your toddler will enjoy
helping the workers hunt for their lost vehicles in Little Hide and
SeekThings That Go. Your child will want to return to the book again
and again as they try to find the lost boats, trucks, cars and lorries
and help them get back to their owners. Help your child turn the
pages as they solve riddles and spot fun surprises. With five themed
hide-and-seek scenes and a toy train hiding on each page, your
toddler will love learning about what these machines and emergency
vehicles get up to. The final page has one big, extra-detailed i-spy
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scene. Look, learn and play together with Little Hide and Seek Things
That Go.
A first dictionary, designed to help young children enrich their
vocabulary and learn early reading skills. Compiled with the help of
leading experts on child literacy, this book contains over 1000 of the
words most commonly used by children. All the words are grouped
together thematically, with each double page spread featuring a topic
of special interest to the child such as at the seaside, around the
house, on the farm and at the supermarket.
02
A First Book of Position Words
Hide-And-Seek Peekaboo: Beginning Baby
A Game of Hide and Seek
Hide-And-Seek Animals
A Picture Hunt for Little Detectives!
With easy-to-lift card flaps on each spread, this stylish first word book is sure to hit the
mark with little ones as they learn all sorts of new animals and objects. A clean layout
grouped by theme features one hundred essential words and simple illustrations to help
toddlers understand them.
Hide and Seek First WordsDorling Kindersley Ltd
"Learn over 100 first words with Peppa and George in this lovely book. With over fifteen
flaps to lift inside, it's full of peekaboo fun!"
This stunning new picture-and-word book features dozens of beautiful full-page
photographs, each showing a collection of objects in a single category, such as sports,
animals, clothing, and music. On every spread, children can play hide-and-seek, searching
the main picture for specific objects that are named and pictured at the side. Along the
way, they'll learn lots of new words and have fun discovering the surprises hidden in the
pictures.
My First Word Book
Hide & Seek 1st Words
Hide-and-seek Kids
Peppa's First 100 Words
A First Book of Words
Young readers can help Pocoyo determine different objects,
including an apple, radio, telephone, and camera. On board
pages.
Roger Priddy’s Big Board First 100 Words is a perfect
children’s book offering simple everyday words for infants
and toddlers to develop their vocabulary. Featuring 100
beautiful color photographs, this tough board book
introduces words and phrases of animals, toys, vehicles, and
items used for mealtimes, bathtimes, and bedtimes that are
ideal for children aged 2 and up to learn how to read and
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identify objects.
It's a first picture book perfect for toddlers, and the
perfect gift for that stylish baby shower! Toddlers don't
want lessons—they need stories. Toddler-aged Bobby's
breakfast-to-bedtime story provides words for things,
actions, and feelings younger children know about, but may
not be able to name—from meals to playtime to a final
reassuring goodnight kiss. Printed cloth tabs signal the
start of each section—and add special value and gift-appeal.
Charming, smart, and un-lessony, this is a great mix of
classic board book style combined with keen insight into
what resonates with toddlers at this key stage of their
development. Retro-chic illustrations and design make this
WORLD a great addition to homes, nursery, and preschool
bookshelves.
Play i-spy with your toddler and theyll learn all about
animals - in eBook format Hunt for favourite pets, farm
animals and many more with your toddler theyll love
playing i-spy and learning all about their favourite
animals. Your child will want to return to the book again
and again, as they try to spot all the different things from
muddy paw prints to the funny frog thats hiding in every
scene. Read it together and help them turn the pages as they
solve riddles and spot fun surprises. With over 300 fabulous
things to find your toddler will love learning about
animals!
Hide and Seek
100 First Words
Hide-And-Seek Pets
Little Hide and Seek Words
The Tangled History of the Right to Privacy
Tod, a young fox, and Copper, a hound pup, love to play together every chance they get. When
they get lost in the woods during a game of hide-and-seek, they learn that a true friend always
sticks by you!
Simple text challenges the reader to find a polar bear, a seal, and a frog hidden in photographs.
A compact board book filled with 100 essential first words for little ones.
Simple text challenges the reader to find children hidden in photographs.
First Words
A Little Book of Opposites
Seek and Hide
The Fox and the Hound
Hide and Seek Animals
This oversized lift-the-flap board book of a child's first 101 words has big,
clearly labeled photos of objects in a baby and toddler's world with an
interactive puzzle activity on each spread. Identifying words and their
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meanings is an important foundational step in language development for
babies and toddlers, and Highlights brings Fun with a Purpose® into this
essential learning. Babies will love looking at and naming the photos in
this sturdy book, while toddlers and parents will enjoy the lift-the-flap
questions and answers that help them find the cute red bird hidden on
each spread.
Welcome to Merriam-Webster Kids! Fall 2021 marks the debut of our new
imprint that serves our mission to help kids better understand and
communicate with the world around them through highly engaging
content designed to foster a love of language and learning from an early
age. Our list is small, yet focused; over time you will see it build across
all categories and ages that serve ages 0-12 and the families, teachers,
and librarians that support them. Merriam-Webster is storming the
category with a 150 first word board book experience grounded in the
principles of child development. The interactive experience encourages
toddlers' language learning through the repetition of simple words and
phrases, using tried-and-true authoritative language technique, written
by a speech-language pathologist. While most first words books list
nouns, our book naturally weaves 150 words around everyday
illustrations readers will recognize from their own daily routines. Along
the border of each spread, we've included photographs of every
illustrated item to encourage an additional search-and-find opportunity
for parents and their babies. Hosted by nine ethnically-diverse babies,
it's a search-and-find experience that will delight parents and caregivers.
Give toddlers the gift of language with words and short phrases to say all
day long, ages 6-18 months. This engaging large-format board book
encourages toddlers' language learning through the repetition of simple
words and one-, two-, and three-word phrases for everyday objects and
activities. Under speech development expert Claire Davis's sure hand,
dressing, mealtime, playtime, bath time, and all the other routines of the
day become opportunities for babies to learn new words and phrases.
Author and speech-language pathologist Claire Davis uses tried-and-true,
authoritative language based on the principles of child development. In a
brief introduction, Davis coaches parents and other caregivers in her
proven methods for getting babies talking. Features nine babies of
different ethnic backgrounds and settings from around the world. Each
spread includes photographs of babies and everyday objects alongside
illustrated scenes showing them in action-creating a matching game on
every page to allow more time for parents and babies to connect. From
the largest team of dictionary editors and writers in America, and one of
the largest in the world, thank-you for supporting us and MerriamWebster Kids.
"Llama Llama can't find his fuzzy llama! Where could he be? Near the
blocks? Behind the door? Beneath the bed? Help Llama Llama look for his
beloved Fuzzy!"--Page 4 of cover.
Children will love to discover what is hiding on the pull-the-tab sliders.
Rhyming text adds to the fun and encourages playful interaction. Perfect
for adults and children age three and up to discover together, this title is
sure to become a firm family favorite.
100 First Words for Little Artists
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Play Hide-and-seek with Turtle!
Colors
Hide Seek Stinky Sweet
My First 101 Words

Readers are asked to find various objects in each
illustration.
Get your little one started on the right track with the
Peter Pauper Primer My First 101 WORDS board book! What
makes this board book stand out? We use adorable illustrated
characters to introduce important first concepts, and
reinforce those concepts with full-color photographs to
provide real-world images and context. Helps foster image
and word recognition as well as speaking and motor skills.
It's the perfect primer for babies and toddlers! Sturdy book
has a padded cover that little hands will find easy to grip
and hold. Rounded corners help reduce board book wear.
Bright and engaging full-color illustrations and photographs
throughout. 24 pages. Board book measures 6-1/2'' square.
Ages 0 and up. Collect all the ''My First'' board books from
Peter Pauper Press!
The mid-twentieth century British novelist Elizabeth Taylor
numbered among her admirers Elizabeth Bowen, Ivy ComptonBurnett, and Kingsley Amis. She also regularly published
stories in The New Yorker for close to two decades. For all
that, her work, as steely as it is delicate, remains the
secret of a small number of intensely devoted readers. The
publication of her finest novel, A Game of Hide and Seek,
long unavailable in the United States, should help to change
that. This is an unabashed love story, capturing all the
uncertainty and inevitability and deceptiveness of true
love, tracking the shifting currents of emotional life, and
never yielding to melodrama. Set in Britain between the
wars, a time of transition between old convention and new
ways, the book has for a heroine Harriet, the only child of
a suffragette, whom we meet as a shy and domestic and not
especially smart or pretty girl. At eighteen she falls in
love with Vesey, but after Vesey must go away, she marries
another man, Charles, and bears a child. Then Vesey returns.
Love is at the center of the book, but so too is Taylor’s
extraordinary knack for depicting characters. The minor
figures in the book—from Harriet’s mother’s friend Caroline,
with her progressive politics, to Charles, his coworkers,
and his mother, to Betsy with her schoolgirl crush on her
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Greek teacher—are as memorable as the passion and heartache
of Harriet and Vesey.
Contains twenty-five books about a variety of subjects that
encourage beginning readers.
Hide-and-seek Farm
A Highlights Hide-and-Seek Book with Flaps
Hide and Seek First Words
First 101 Words
Merriam-Webster's 150 First Words
Packed with fun illustrations and 100 words every prodigy
should know, 100 First Words for Little Artists is the
perfect board book for artistic families everywhere.
Word Bird plays hide-and-seek with his parents in their
house.
Play I-spy with your toddler and theyll learn lots of first
words Hunt for hidden animals, vehicles, things from the
home and much more with your toddler theyll love playing
I-spy and learning first words. Read it together and help
them solve riddles and spot fun surprises. With over 300
fabulous objects to find your toddler will love learning
their first words!
An interactive concept book about positional prepositions
that’s loads of fun! Bear, Fox and Owl are playing hide-andseek! They take turns counting to ten, then shouting “Ready
or not, here I come!” When Fox finds Bear INSIDE the castle
and Owl ON the slide, Bear hugs them both. When Owl spots
Bear BEHIND the climbing wall and Fox UNDER the bench, Bear
hugs them again! But when Fox and Owl are not BETWEEN the
swings, AMONG the trees or THROUGH the tunnel, Bear is the
one who needs a hug. Will Fox and Owl help their friend?
BESIDE, IN, OVER and beyond! Kids will love finding so many
new places!
Big Board First 100 Words
Little Hide and Seek Things That Go
Tiny Town Hide and Seek Words
First Little Readers Parent Pack: Guided Reading Level A
BOARD BOOK. A lovely kids boardbook with flaps. Kids can play hide and seek
looking for the hidden animals in the page, while at the same time learning new
words.
Readers must help characters find their missing items amid a collection of
different objects. On board pages.
'Next-level domestic suspense - even the twists have twists. I loved it - Andrea
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Mara is a star.' Lee Child CLOSE YOUR EYES The game of hide and seek is over,
everyone has gone home, but little Lily Murphy hasn't been found. Her parents
search the woods and tell themselves that the worst hasn't happened - but deep
down they know this peaceful Dublin suburb will never be the same again.
COUNT TO TEN Years later, Joanna moves into a new house. It seems perfect in
every way, until she learns that this was once Lily Murphy's home. From that
moment onwards, a sense of dread seems to follow her from room to room. AND
WHEN YOU OPEN THEM, YOUR CHILD IS GONE As Joanna unravels the secrets
at the heart of this close-knit community, her own dark past begins to resurface.
Because she thinks she knows what really happened to Lily - and if the truth gets
out, it might be her undoing... 'Original, clever, and unputdownable.' Sarah
Pearse 'A relentless, twisting page-turner, Hide and Seek delves deeply into
every parent's worst nightmare. A first-class thriller.' Chris Whitaker **COMING
2022 AND AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW!** READERS LOVE HIDE AND
SEEK! 'Andrea Mara is the Queen of the Unexpected Twist. Not to mention
excelling in creating an attention-grabbing hook to ensure that the reader's
attention is 'hooked' from the opening page...' ? ? ? ? ? 'I loved, loved, LOVED this
book! A fast-paced thriller with twists that you never see coming!' ? ? ? ? ?
'Andrea Mara has done it again, bringing a sense of dread and suspense to any
parent who flicks though her books...!' ? ? ? ? ? 'I loved this book. From the very
first page I was gripped by a fast paced & gripping storyline. This is excellently
written & has plenty of twists and turns. Not to be missed!' ? ? ? ? ? 'Wow, I
absolutely bloody loved this extremely well-written, cleverly plotted
mystery/thriller that had me hooked in and captivated from the spine-chilling
opening sentence right through to the satisfying concluding dash of poetic
justice.' ? ? ? ? ? 'I honestly think it's her best book yet. From the very start I was
completely gripped by the story, and I couldn't put this book down. This is an
unputdownable crime thriller thick with suspense and intrigue. A massive 5??
read for me.' ? ? ? ? ? 'This was for me perhaps her best thriller yet.' ? ? ? ? ?
Praise for Andrea Mara: 'Grips from the first page and keeps upping the stakes . .
. I didn't predict any of the twists and turns.' Sarah Pearse, No.1 Sunday Times
bestselling author of The Sanatorium 'Sharp, sophisticated, and full of suspense.'
Cara Hunter 'Andrea Mara's tight plotting and convincing characterisation make
her books both compelling and intriguing.' Liz Nugent
The mischievous stars of Seen and Not Heard climb out of their paintings for
another nighttime adventure in this gently spooky bedtime story. A midsummer
moon shines on Shiverhawk Hall, where portraits of children come alive on the
wall. As night falls, the playful painted residents wake up for another Goreyesque rhyming caper. When the DeVille twins are nowhere to be seen, the other
children escape their frames in search of two girls in white dresses -- and,
possibly, a midnight game in the garden. Out in the night air, through the maze,
and into the woods they go, looking for their mysterious friends. Will they be able
to find the twins before the sun rises? Charming and eerie without ever being too
scary, Katie May Green's second tale is perfect for Halloween story times and
bedtime read-alouds after a long day of play.
Hide and Seek: Farm
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The unmissable new crime thriller for 2022 from the top ten Sunday Times
bestselling author of All Her Fault
Hide-and-Seek
Pocoyo Discovers First Words
My World My Words

“Gajda’s chronicle reveals an enduring tension between principles of free speech and respect for
individuals’ private lives. …just the sort of road map we could use right now.”—The Atlantic “Wry and
fascinating…Gajda is a nimble storyteller [and] an insightful guide to a rich and textured history that
gets easily caricatured, especially when a culture war is raging.”—The New York Times An urgent book
for today's privacy wars, and essential reading on how the courts have--for centuries--often protected
privileged men's rights at the cost of everyone else's. Should everyone have privacy in their personal
lives? Can privacy exist in a public place? Is there a right to be left alone even in the United States? You
may be startled to realize that the original framers were sensitive to the importance of privacy interests
relating to sexuality and intimate life, but mostly just for powerful and privileged (and usually white)
men. The battle between an individual’s right to privacy and the public’s right to know has been fought
for centuries. The founders demanded privacy for all the wrong press-quashing reasons. Supreme Court
justice Louis Brandeis famously promoted First Amendment freedoms but argued strongly for privacy
too; and presidents from Thomas Jefferson through Donald Trump confidently hid behind privacy
despite intense public interest in their lives. Today privacy seems simultaneously under siege and
surging. And that’s doubly dangerous, as legal expert Amy Gajda argues. Too little privacy leaves
ordinary people vulnerable to those who deal in and publish soul-crushing secrets. Too much means the
famous and infamous can cloak themselves in secrecy and dodge accountability. Seek and Hide carries
us from the very start, when privacy concepts first entered American law and society, to now, when the
law allows a Silicon Valley titan to destroy a media site like Gawker out of spite. Muckraker Upton
Sinclair, like Nellie Bly before him, pushed the envelope of privacy and propriety and then became a
privacy advocate when journalists used the same techniques against him. By the early 2000s we were on
our way to today’s full-blown crisis in the digital age, worrying that smartphones, webcams, basement
publishers, and the forever internet had erased the right to privacy completely.
Simple text challenges the reader to find a dog, a kitten, and a rabbit hidden in photographs.
A Lift-The-Flap Book
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